
CITY OF SALINA 

POSITION DESCRIPTION 

CLASS TITLE: Part time Fire Inspector   GR:                         FLSA: NE     DATE: 02/25/2021 

DEPARTMENT: Fire                                                                  DIVISION: Prevention 

REPORTS TO: Fire Marshal                                                    APPROVED:                      JOB CODE: XXX 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

General Description: 

The Fire Inspector – Part time is a civilian position with no hazardous duty responsibilities.  The 

employee, under direction from the Division Chief of Fire Prevention conducts fire and life safety 

inspections for all occupancy types.  

Minimum Qualifications 

Experience with Microsoft Office 

Experience in using iOS operating systems in tablet formats 

Valid Kansas Driver’s License 

The ability to read, understand and apply current fire code as it relates to occupancy inspections 

 

Typical Duties: 

Under the direction of the Fire Marshal; conduct fire and life safety inspection in all occupancy types.  

The part-time fire inspector shall visually inspect occupancies to identify hazardous conditions and fire 

code violations. Examples include, but are not limited to, unsafe accumulations of combustible materials, 

impediments to egress, improper storage of flammable liquids, improper use of or damage to electrical 

systems, exceeded occupancy limits, excessive rubbish, and disabled or non-functioning fire/life safety 

devices 

The part-time fire inspector shall professionally communicate and explain corrective actions to occupants 

and occupancy owners. A cooperative, solution-oriented attitude is required. Occupants and occupancy 

owners who are resistant or combative should be referred to the Fire Marshal. 

Utilize iOS and Android operating systems in either tablet or mobile formats to document fire/life safety 

inspections. 

Attend all assigned training sessions and classes to stay current with developments in fire prevention and 

occupancy life safety. This includes how changes in fire prevention/building codes may impact current 

firefighting techniques/procedures. 

Assist other Divisions as requested or when assigned. 



Essential Job Functions: 

Establish and maintain effective working relationships with fellow employees, officials and the 

public. (Daily) 

Maintain and safely operate equipment. (Daily) 

Perform inspections of buildings and property within the city for possible fire hazards and for fire safety 

regulations. (Daily) 

Understand, interpret and communicate code requirements thoroughly and accurately. (Daily) 

The ability to walk for a majority of the day while completing life safety inspections.  

 

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTION EXPOSURES: 

Inside/Outside: Adverse conditions possible 

Cold/Heat: Adverse conditions possible, extreme temperatures 

Wet/Dry: Adverse conditions possible, mud and ice 

Noise/Vibrations: Significant noise 

Hazards: Confined spaces, poor visibility, limited mobility and heights 

Fumes/Dust/Odors: Extensive exposure to dust, fumes and odors 

 

MENTAL REQUIREMENTS OF ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: 

Ability to think logically and quickly during an emergency. 

Ability to understand and apply elementary physics, chemistry and mechanics. 

Ability to listen to and apply information and instructions. 

Ability to read and comprehend technically-written material. 

Ability to organize information for concise written records. 

Ability to understand and apply mathematical concepts accurately. 

 

 

 

 


